Introduction

Amaris is an independent, international Technologies and Management Consulting Group. Created in 2007, Amaris is already established in over 50 countries and supports 500 clients worldwide throughout their projects’ lifecycle. Our expertise covers 5 areas of innovation: Business and Management, IT/IS, Telecom, Engineering and High Technologies, Biotech and Pharma. With 65 offices across the World, the Group offers proximity support to its clients in all their locations and many opportunities of international careers for employees.

In 2019, Amaris aims to reach a turnover of 350 million euros, 6500 employees and the ability to recruit one new employee every 5 hours. We expect to triple our workforce within the next years and reach an international leader position in independent consulting.

Validation Engineer (Junior/Senior)

Job Description

- Writing and execution of validation Protocols IQ, OQ, and PQs
- Develop, Review and modify Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
- Actively participate as support in FAT and SAT and other regulatory inspections/ internal audits.
- Develop and implement site-wide Plans and SOPs together with Manager.
- Responsible for validation projects. Collaborated with other departments. Such as QA, QC, Manufacturing, safety and Bio-technologist department. To ensure processes run smoothly.
- Aided validation department on the validation of all equipment used for in-house processes and manufacturing
- Assisted in equipment, facilities, HVAC system, cleaning, process, analytical computation, and computer system validations.
- Participated in the design, component installation, operation and performance qualification under the guidance of the department supervisor
- Conducted and gathered results for process related equipment and environment control in areas such as the changing room (air handling unit operation), autoclaves, storage facilities for process and products as well as bio-reactors and other reactors utilized in the process
- Raise, track and follow up on change control closure.
Writing, execution and review of validation protocols
Corresponding with appropriate departments and vendors to address discrepancies in validation protocols.
Tracking and resolution of outstanding events from protocols.
Any assignment from superior

Ideal candidates

Bachelor’s degree in Pharmaceuticals/Biotechnology/Pharmaceutical Sciences/Processing technology or relevant courses
Minimum of 1 year of professional experiences in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries.
Applicant must be knowledgeable about regulatory/compliance/Validation issues, be self-motivated, intelligent and reliable.
Should possess a GMP certification
Experience in Pharma company is a must
The person must understand and have a good command of English.
The person should have attention to details.
Hands on validation execution.

Practical information
Location: Singapore
Required Languages: English

How to Apply
Send your application at ungo@amaris.com by 15 August 2019
JAVA DEVELOPER

Introduction

Amaris is an independent, international Technologies and Management Consulting Group. Created in 2007, Amaris is already established in over 50 countries and supports more than 750 clients worldwide throughout their project's lifecycle. Our expertise covers five areas of innovation: Business and Management, Information Technologies, Engineering and High Technologies, Telecommunications and Biotech and Pharma. With more than 65 offices across the world, the Group offers proximity support to its clients in all their locations and many opportunities of international careers for employees.

In 2019, Amaris aims to reach a turnover of 350 million euros, 6500 employees and to develop its workforces with the anticipation of a further 2000 new job openings. We expect to triple our workforce within the next few years and reach a leading international position in independent consulting.

Job Description

- Collaborate with a team of IT professionals to set specifications for new applications
- Design creative prototypes according to specifications
- Write high quality source code to program complete applications within deadlines
- Perform unit and integration testing before launch
- Conduct functional and non-functional testing
- Troubleshoot and debug applications
- Evaluate existing applications to reprogram, update and add new features
- Develop technical documents to accurately represent application design and code

Ideal candidates

- Bachelor’s Degree required (Computer Science, Engineering or related degree)
- Working experience in the related field is required for this position
- Preferred experience includes web service development based on J2EE framework including J2EE and database (Oracle, DB2, MS SQL Server)
Ability to multitask, work and perform well under pressure
Enthusiastic and self-driven
Team player but able to work on own initiative
Good communicator who enjoys working in a dynamic and multi-cultural environment

Practical information
Location: Singapore
Required Languages: English

How to Apply
Send your application at ungo@amaris.com by 15 August 2019
Junior QA Automation Engineer

Introduction

Amaris is an independent, international Technologies and Management Consulting Group. Created in 2007, Amaris is already established in over 50 countries and supports 500 clients worldwide throughout their projects’ lifecycle. Our expertise covers 5 areas of innovation: Business and Management, IT/IS, Telecom, Engineering and High Technologies, Biotech and Pharma. With 65 offices across the World, the Group offers proximity support to its clients in all their locations and many opportunities of international careers for employees.

In 2019, Amaris aim to reach a turnover of 350 million euros, 6500 employees and the ability to recruit one new employee every 5 hours. We expect to triple our workforce within the next years and reach an international leader position in independent consulting.

Job Description

- Design, code and implement automated tests for web, API and mobile applications
- Development and support the testing of product features throughout the entire development cycle
- Contribute towards continuous improvement of testing practices/tools to improve test strategy and efficiency
- Extend test coverage and close gaps through strategic test development

Ideal candidate

- Bachelor’s degree with a focus on mathematics or computing content, such as Computer Science or Engineering.
- 6 months - 2 years of experience in Automation Test. Fresh graduates with strong background are also welcomed.
- Passion for high quality software engineering.
- Effective communication skills with other team members, business stakeholders.
- Test automation tools/frameworks: Selenium, Cucumber, jUnit, TestNG, Mocha, Chai, Karma, Appium.
- Experience developing, executing and maintaining automated test cases.
Practical information
Location: Singapore
Required Languages: English

How to Apply
Send your application at nlam@amaris.com
by 15 August 2019